A better perspective for managing today’s mining challenges.

ABB Digital Enterprise

The mining industry is evolving, and new dynamics require new answers.

ABB Digital Enterprise crosses data and system silos to give you unprecedented single-source access to information and analytics regarding the enterprise, its assets, its systems and the workforce that supports it. It’s a view of your operations like you’ve never seen before. More than just access, it provides the insight to weigh key decision factors and the ability to take immediate action.

Whether in the mine or the boardroom, no matter the role, everyone across the enterprise can have access to the information they need, when they need it, making your organisation more aware, adaptive, responsive and safe.

Don’t fear industry evolution; succeed in the face of it.

Change your perspective.
ABB Digital Enterprise
Access, answers and action...when and where you need them.

ABB Digital Enterprise is comprehensive IT/OT access across disparate systems – regardless of the vendor – for unprecedented situational awareness, decision-making intelligence and quick action.

Experience a new perspective with ABB Digital Enterprise
ABB Digital Enterprise

Cross-functional, vendor-agnostic connectivity to enterprise systems, from the mine to the boardroom and from sensor to strategy

Near-real-time visibility into asset performance, maintenance history, network issues, and workforce & resource location

Single source information for the answers you need, when and where you need them, regardless of your role

Information and analytics to quickly weigh risk, cost, impact and safety, then take action on the spot

Packs more ‘bang for the buck’ by connecting with the systems you already own for fast time to value and easy user adoption
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